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The CHAIRMAN: I d~clare open the 217th plenary meeting of the Cdrnmit.tee on 
Disarmament. 

. . 

. . May I first of all . extend a warm welcome to His Excellency Mr. Leo Tindeman,B, the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Belgium. Mr. Tindemans has been a member of the 
House of · Representatives of Belgium since 1961'; as well as a membe.r ·of' the European 
Parilament. He also held several Cabinet posts before becoming Prime Minister .of' 
Belgium .between 1974 and 1978. He is in addition a Profess.or' at the 'Catholic 
Ur1iversity of Louvain. I am sure that the Committee ~il],. ' listen with particuiar 
interest to his statement • . 

I would also like . to take this opportunity to welco1l!e in the Committee the r,tew 
representatl.ves of the German Der.1ocrat1c Republic, Ambassador Harald Rose, and of 
Poland, Ambassador StanislaH Turbanski, and also Ambassador Rolf Eke):lS of .Sweden. 
I wish them all a very successful tour of duty in GeneV~ ••. · ·. ·y:· 

. I am sure we are all extremely sorry to learn th~t Ambassador C~rt Lidgard will 
be leaving'. us sho!'tly. On behalf of the Com..'lli ttee, .I 'should · like to acknowledge 
his distinguished service ·and his va~.uable contributions in this Committee. . I . arg 
glad to s&y that he will continue ·tc be Chairman of the Ad Hoc .Working Group on 
Radiologinal Weapons until the end :or this session. 

Ish3.l1 now make my- statement, after which I shall call upon the speakers 
inscribed for today. 

I would first of all like to thank my predecessor, His Excellency, 
Ambassador Franz van Dongen of the Netherlands : for the very able and distinguished 
manner in which he chal~ed the Collll1li ttee' s del~_bera tiona during the month of April. 
There is no doubt that,· thanks to .hi:3 ri.ch aod varied experience as a seasoned diplomat, 
he dischar~ed his duties with admirable grace and competence. 

So much has beem said about the very limitad a'chievements of this Committee that 
one is getti'ng· used to · a perpetual state of failure. ·. In addition to the well-known 
problems associated with disarmament negotiations we also encounter procedural and 
organizat!.onal problems like those we had to contend \·:ith at the beginning of the 
spring part~f the session. 

We hope that the Cornmit.tee on Disarmament. will urgently take concrete measures 
to allay the WP.ll-founded fears of the vast maj6rity of humankind, as very well · 
oxp1•essed by the numerous non-governmental organizations in their support for more 
concrete results in the . field of disarmament nego'r,iations. In this regard, the 
United States bishops' pastoral letter of 3 May on war and peace is relevant. The 
American .bi.shops' pastoral letter not only ~onfirms . that 11people are more frightened 

· .. tabout what would happen if irresponsible parties unleash some nuclear war", but it 
also calls for "mor·e purposeful negotia tiona under the. supervision of a global ·body 
realistically fashioned to do its job11 • Such a body, according to the pastoral 
letter, "must be given ·the equipment to keep constant surveillance on the entire 
·earth. :P'resent technology makes this possible. It ·must have the authority, ·freely 
conferred upon it by all the nations, to investigate wha~t seem to be prepara tiona for 
war. by any one of them • • • It must be so constituted as to pose no threat· to any 
nation's sovereignty. Obviously, the creation of such a sophisticated 
instrumentality is a gigantic ta~k, but is it hoping for too rnuch 'to believe that the 
genius of humani.ty • n. is able to accomplish it?"; Ladies and gentlemen, the 
American bishops were probably thinking of an ideal Disarmament Committee with all 
the political and technological support it needs to function effectively. 
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(The Chairman) 

However, we, as members of the Committee on Disarmament know how hard we have 
been working. As Chairman for the month of June, I do not intend to dwell on why we 
have not met the expectations of the world community. It is my privilege to urge 
us this morning withinthis idyllic and historic setting to give the best of 
ourselves. This is because if the Committee on Disarmament is to assert its relevanc 
to th,_e global :search for peace and also to get anywhere near satisfying the yearnings 
of the vas~ : majority of mankind who are calling for concrete progress in disarmament 
negot-iations, the various actors in the arms race must demonstrate the necessary 
political will and flexibility with a view to undertaking meaningful negotiations in 
order that "freed from the bondage of war that holds it captive in its threat, the 
world will at last be able to address its problems and make genuine human progress 
so that every day there may be more freedom, more food and more opportunity for every 
human being who.walks the face of the earth". 

As the Committee is well aware, we are expected to embark on serious and 
meaningful negotiations aimed at achieving concrete results on a number of priority 
disarmament issues. These include the prevention of an arms race in outer space, a 
draft convention on the prohibition of the production, stockpiling and deployment of 
chemical weapons, the submission of a clean draft comprehensive programme of 
disarmament to the United Nations General Assembly at its thirty-eighth session in 
consonance with the Concluding Document of the Twelfth Special Session of the 
General Assembly and the question of a mandate for and the setting up of a working 
group on the prevention of· nuclear war. We also have the subject of the broadening 
of the mandate of the Ad Hoc Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban, the question of 
the enhancement of the Committee's effectiveness, its redesignation, and other items 
on the agenda. 

At this juncture, it may be worth while to affirm that the virtual consensus and 
the momentum achieved during the spring session in favour of a future chemical 
weapons convention should be maintained and carried to its logical conclusion. 

! . have . on my list of speakers for today the representatives of Belgium, Sweden, 
Indonesia and Morocco. I now call on the distinguished Foreign ~linister of Belgium, 
Mr. Leo . Ti.ndemans. 

Mr. TINDEMANS (Belgium) (translated from French): Mr. Chairman, I deeply 
appreciate the opportunity I have been given today of addressing the Committee on 
Disarmament on the first day of its summer session, and I have pleasure in 
conveying to its members, on behalf of the Government and the people of Belgium, the 
expression of our interest and our encouragement for the work you have done and the 
efforts you have made on the important topics on your agenda. 

It is, I believe, of profound significance that I should be expressing this 
message in .the city of Geneva, which has for so long been a symbol of the desire for 
international peace, reconciliation and co-operation. 

I should also like to offer you my warm congratulations, Mr. Chairman, on your 
assumption of the important responsibilities you are to exercise during the month of 
June. The Federal Republic of Nigeria, which you represent, is not only a country 
with which Belgium maintains particularly friendly and fruitful relations but also 
a State of the non-aligned world, whose aspirations for peace and justice among 
peoples we uphold, and whose contribution to the achievement of collective security we 
consider essential. 
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(Mr. Tindemans, Belgium) 

I should also like to ex~,end these congratulations to your predecessor, the 
repre·senta ti ve of the Nether lands, and to thank him .for his particularly effect! ve 
contribution to the Committee's work during the month of April. 

In recent years, a sense of insecurity and instability has taken poases.sion of 
many regions of our planet, and this situation is coming to be seen by the world as 
a whole as one. O·f 'the fateful concomitants of our progress towards the y~r 2000. 
The disarray bro~·t. about by the world economic crisis has led to countless· acts 
of aggression, inva·slons, tensions and conflicts and a regrettable waning of the 
ideals of c.oraciliation and arbitration. The spectre of military rivalry.~nd of 
poss·i:ble. confrontations is part of our daily lite in a changi.ng world. 9ften marked 
by violence and upheaval. It is perhaps in societies such as our own.,; where the 
freedom of' the individual has expanded to an unprecedented degree, th.at this anxie~y 
at the threatened loss of security· develops most eas.ily -- that secur.ity which, a~ . 
de Tocqueville foresaw, is the first among freedoms as it is the necessary precondition 
for all lime others~ The· sp.ectre of nuclear war is naturally at the fqrefront of our 
present concE!rn. '~.we Euro.p:e.an;: States are .particularly alive .to the· nuc~le.ar danger.;_ 
and our anxiety has' ine.vi tably increased over. recent years as we. ha.~.~:' ~orne t_o, rea;li~e 
more· ciearly::.the specific threat that will ari·s.e for us from the ,dep,lqyme,nt of a new 
type of~ medium.-range nuclear weapons, crea tin,g the condi tiona for.' a J:imi ted war in 
Europe~ .. h The existence of these- weapons Jllakes us vulnerable to polit-ical pressures, 
possibly accompanied by threats, designed to isolate us from our allies and thus to 
jeopardize our security. 

For the States of Western Europe, Hhich have so often experienced.war, there is 
no other option but peace. This ls why, given the new factor~- of ,instability and 
insecurity, we would' appeal to the international community and urg~ that we should 
together apply oursel:ves to laying the foundations of a firm struct1-1re in whose 
shelter· we may contin:\.w to live in peace. 

Unfortunately, the discouragement of war is not simply a matter of armament 
levels. The political behaviour of States plays an essential part in it. Peace 
cannot be built ·.w~thout moderation and tolerance, without an absence o.f threats, 
without the -renunciation of the use of political or military force. A peaceful 
world can be built only if the libertiea 'or States are respected, if there are no 
political pressures from more powerful entities. 

After the promising results of the 1960s and early 1970s, the negotiations on 
arms control and disarmament virtually came to a halt. This regrettable situation 
was due essentially to the deterioration in international relations. Although we 
may deplore it, we have to accept the fact that there is a na~ural link between the 
international political climate and the possibilities for neg()tiation. Fortunately, 
this is.not always a one-way relationship, and sometimes ta:ngi.ble results in talks on 
arms levels can have an effect on the political relations between the negotiating 
States. Thus, negotiations such as the SALT talks or the conclusion of the Treaty 
on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons have made an appreciable contribution-
to the improvement of political relations between the United States and the 
Soviet Union. It.is therefore to be hoped that the negotiations currently under way 
in Geneva.on medium-range nuclear weapons on the one hand and on strategic arms 
reduotions on the other will bear fruit and help to create a better climate. The 
interdependence of the climate of political relations and success in disarmament and 
arms control efforts no longer needs to be demonstrated. 
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(Mr. Tindemans, B~lgiurn) 

It is because they were convinced of this that the countries of the Atlantic 
alliance took the initiative, in December 1979, of offering the disarmament option 
as an alternative to the programme for the deployment of nuclear weapons which was 
considered essential in order to counter the specific new threat that had arisen to 
the ·seouri ty of western Europe. 

· '!he- · great ·original! ty of this approach, the extent to which it represented a 
new departur·e in the search for · security, has perhaps not been recognized clearly 
enough. To our knowiedge, itwas the first time that such an offer had . been put 
forward in so coherent · a manner:; For what was offered -- an ·offer which remains 
valid -~ was a choice between disarmament and the pursuit of a hopeless escalation 
which has already lasted too long. How often .in the past have those working for 
disarmament not deplored the fact~. that negotiations are envisaged only after the 
weapons 'disrupting th-e balance have been acquired and deployed? 

That :Ls what happened in the case of the deployment by the USSR of a whole 
arsehal of meditim-range SS-20 missiles, whose presence quantitatively and 
quali:tati vely alters the security condi tiona of western Europe. It is . to this 
threat thatwe have responded, since 1979, by offering the choice to which I referred 
a moment ago, which is, to put it in other terms, a choice between balance at the 
lowest level arid balance at the highest level. Can there be anyreasonable doubt as 
to what the ·right choice should be?· 

Progress in the disarmament field takes place only through negotiations, and 
negot:Hitibns are only promising when they seek to establish or restore a balance. 
This concept of balance is naturally a complex one, for it rests not only on objective 
facts but also on the percepti;on of the threat, and in assessing this threat, ln a 
continent where the concentration of weapons is as high as it is in Europe, it is 
impossible not to take into account both conventional weapons and nuclear weapons. 

The negotiations on mediurn....:range nuclear weapons arose from the concern of the 
countries of western Europe at' the deployment~- added to an imbalance in 
conventional forces -- of these· terrifying nuclear weapons whose target is Europe and 
Europe alone (and which, it mtl'st be stressed, are unable· to reach the other nuclear 
superpower). 

To prevent the deployment now of equivalent weapons by the West while leaving 
that alarming arsenal in place would be an approach that failed to take account of 
the security needs of western Europe and would, in addition, jeopardize any future 
disarmament negotiations, should one of the parties perceive that it can attain its 
goals without making concessions. Belgium therefore col'ltinues to favour a solution 
which would eliminate au •longer medium-range nuclear weapons from .arsenals• It 
is to be hoped that the negotiators will succeed in finding a solution for their 
elimination, in a single ·stage if possible, but in several stages if necessary. In · 
expressing this hope, '. I should like to say that while I am fully aware of the right. of 
public ·oplnidn to be kept informed about developments in the negotiations, I 
nevertheless believe that the talks should be held in an atmosphere •of .greater calm 
if they are to have the best possible chance of success. The time for polemics is 
past, and in the difficult phase through which we are now passing the governments · 
concerned should display the greatest •possible moderation . in -the .. ~xpression of their 
views and, above all, continuously support the efforts of their negotiators. 
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(Mr. Tindemans, Belgium) 

With regard to the START talks, it may be recalled that even during the SALT 
negotiations Belgium and other countries consistently called on the parties to the 
talks to adopt negotiating positions aimed at substantial reductions in strategic 
arms~ Consequently, we cannot but welcome the approach advocated by the 
United States in the negotiations as well as the willingness also expressed by the 
Soviet Union to reach agreement on a substantial reduction in strategic weapon 
systems. 

Time is running out for the achievement of concrete results in the field of 
nuclear disarmament and a nuclear test ban, one of the priority items on the 
agenda of your Committee. Good use must be made of this·year, 1983, if the next 
NPT Review Conference, to be held in 1985, is not to be too formidable a task for : 
the international community. For at that conference the non-nuclear-weapon States 
will take stock, as they ~1d in 1980, of th~ efforts accomplished to reverse the 
trend in the nuclear-arms rac?e. · If the regime of horizontal non-proliferation, to 
which Belgium remains flrmly .attached, is to be maintained, the balance-sheet 
drawn up at the. conference must include positive and encouraging aspects. 

As Mr. Perez de Cuellar, the Secretary-General of the United Nations, pointed 
out here in Geneva, on 15 February last, there are aspects of the development of 
conventiona,l weapons which are in the final analysis at least as worrying as the 
nuclear arsenals. As far as nuclear weapons are concerned, their design and 
deployment are based strictly on the deterrant role ascribed to them. They are 
there to ensure that the threat they represent wiil discourage a potential aggressor 
and that, ultima~ely, it will not be necessary to use them. The same also 
applies to so:-called conventional weapons, inasmuch as nuclear· weapons act· as a 
self-deterr:-ent bec~use of their mutual assured destruction capability. As a 
result of advance~ technologies, conventional weapons, too, are destined to become 
weapons cap~'ble of destroying humap societies. In economic terms, such weapons 
J.'~present more tnan 80 per cent of world military expenditure. There is no 
question here of horizontal non-proliferation. The hecatombs of the two world 
conflicts of this century were caused by conventional weapons alone. For reasons 
both of econpmic development and of global or regional security, Belgium regrets 
that., side by side with the work on nuclear disarmament, greater efforts are not 
be~ng mad'e by the international community to regulate, limit and, tomorrow, reduce 
conventional arsenals. · · 

It seems to me that this is a duty incumbent upon all our States, a duty which 
the United Nations, and particularly the Committee on Disarmament, should no longer 
be able to neglect, once the General Assembly has before lt the report currently 
being prepared by a group of international experts. · · 

Belgium hopes that the Committee on Disarmament will play a substantial part 
in the efforts which will be made during the rest of this year to give fresh impetus 
to the disarmament negotiations. 
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(Mr. Tindemans, Belgium) 

·The. Committee 1 s role as an i;nternational forum is unique. The Belgian G,overnment 
is .. fully aware of the growing impqrtance of that role, to which it wishes to. lend 
its wholehearted support. It is .for this reason that, following the example of·· 
several States members of the Committee, I have the pleasure of ~nnouncing to you 
today the appointment of a special ambassador for Belgium to the Committee on 
Disarmament. A special ambassador for peace questions will.also be_appointed 
shortly. In this way, we hope to enhance our contribution to the international 
community's action aimed at obtaining concrete results in these areas. 

The Committee has yet to demonstrate its ability to finalize international 
treaties relating to the.limitation or elimination of armaments. During the 1960s 
and the early 1970s, a start was made on the adoption of international legis+ation 
in this sphere. This legislative effort should be resumed as soon as possible. 
Since joining the Committee in 1979, Belgium has always advocated the identification 
of specific topics sui table for negotia tiona. . Although important work has been 
done in recent years, particularly on the prohibition .of chemical weapons, the 
Committee has often wasted time on lengthy procedural· discussions or academic debates 
sometimes on abstract subjectshardlylending themselves to negotiation. It is 
gane:rally agreed that this ye~r once again the most promising topic is that of the 
prohibition •·of chemical \oJeapons. 

Belgium;, on whose territory asphyxiating gases were used in an armed conflict 
for the first time in history, hopes that the Comr~l ttee will devote all the necessary 
resources to these negotiations, which have reach!3d a sufficiently adva~ced stage 
to permit their conclusion in the fairly near future. A willingness to, ,negotiate 
was l"eaffirmed, here in the Committee on Disarmam~nt at the beginning. of this year 
by Mr. Bush, the Vice-President of the United States, and at the.seccind speci~l 
session of the General Assembly. by the Soviet Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Mr. Gromyko. In this connection, Belgium was encol:iraged by the proposals made at 
that time by the $oviet Union concerning systematic international on-site 
inspection, even if those proposals have not been sufficiently_elaborated sinqe then. 

Concerned at the virulent discussions which have developed in recent .decades 
as a result of allegations of the use in combat of chemic.al warfare agents, I 
put. for.ward in New York in June 1982 detailed proposals for monitoring compliance 
with the prohibitions on their use laid down in the Geneva Protocol of 1925. Since 
then, other suggestions have been made for dealing with this problem, both in the 
G~neral Assembly and here in the Committee on Disarmament itself. Nevertheless, 
~e consider that our proposal remains yalid and should be"\<~pt in mind when 
consiqering the legal aspects of the. scope of the futl.lrc; .cory~ption on the 
prohibition of chemical weapons •. Start;.ing from the idea that the'prohibition of the 
use in combat of chemical and bacteriological weapons has, after the passage of more 
than 50·years, become universally accepted, it seeks solely to improve the range 
of concrete measures available to the international community.to ensure'compliance 
with this prohibition. However, I repeat, the negotiation cit a convehtion on 
chemical weapons is a priority matter and Belgium expects 'the Committee to devote 
the time necessary to it in order to produce the text of a treaty as soon as possible. 
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(Mr. Tindemans, Belgium) 

Another significant international agreement i.s within the Committee's grasp 
and that is an agreement on the proh1,.bitio'lt of radiological weapons. If such an 
agreement were to be concluded, it . P.~\1.1~ not only, -~rohibit radiological weapons 
but also initiate a more comprehensive regulation than at present exists of' the 
prohibition of deliberate attacks upof:i. oivilian nuclear installations. In order 
to facilitate these negotiations, Belgium ..... !~~epd~ to prepare · a proposal for the 
inclusion in the convention of an, undertaking to negotiate on the prohibition of 
attacks upon civilian nuclear installations. At the same time, we would endeavour 
to establish the precise modalities fo~ implementing that undertaking without delay. 

On these topics of chemical ·and radiological 'weapons, as well as on the other 
items under discussion within the Committee, particularly a nuclear test ban and 
the prevention of an arms race in outer space, adequate verification measures must 
be established if we are to ba successful. · In the history or disarmament efforts 
since the Second World War1 the discussions on verification have no doubt assumed 
such importance because of a fundamental. opposition between the approach of the 
western countries and that of the socialist countries, an opposition due in large 
part to the political and military concepts and the types of society prevailing 
in the two groups of countries. We feel that with the passage of time a better 
understanding has developed of the absolute necessity of establishing adequate 
verification systems for inbe-rnational ;:lgreements in the field Gf Glisarmament. New 
verific~tton technologies have been devel0ped; efforts have been made to reach a synthesis, 
and· it may be hoped that, in Yiew of the recent position statements of the 
protagonists on this topic, in future disarmament negotiations the obstacle of 
verification will no longer be the stumbling block it has often been in the past. 

the need to 

I therefore invite all States, and particularly those that are militarily 
the most important, to co-operate in this data collection effort so that the 
international community may have at its disposal credible bases for comparison. 
My country, along with others, .has unilaterally given this token of trustand we 
are awaiting a similar step from others, in particular the Soviet Union and it_s 
allies,. whose contribution to European security, and hence to world security, is 
essential. I also urge all States to follow up the initiative of my former 
Austrian colleague, Mr. Willibald Pahr, which was recently the subject of a 
resolution of the United Nations Gene.ral Assembly, in which States are invited to 
publish for the international community, in addition to information of a purely 
budgetary character, supplementary information on their military potential. The 
international community should be prepared, on a basis of equality, to advance 
towards greater transparencyin military programming . Rnd potentials-. 
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In this connection, I believe that an area which we could usefully explore 
is that of mutual information on conditions of military service ~nd other similar 
civic duties in the various countries. Th~ conditions of military service have 
a direct effect on the size and state of readiness of armed forces. They 
are therefore an important element of comparison, in particular on a regional 
basis. At a later stage, it is conceivable that these States could seek to 
harmonize the conditions of these military obligations, in particular with a 
view to reducing the length of service, possibly with the substitution of civic 
activities, and without necessarily increa-sing the professional contingent of 
armed forces. I am not asking the Committee on Disarmament to take up this 
matter, which at the present stage falls rather within the purview of other 
appropriate bodies of the United Nations, but have mentioned this suggestion 
here in the hope that delegations will begin at once to give som~ preliminary 
thought to the matter. A regional approach to this question may perhaps initially 
be more promising than a global effort of harmonization. This is often the case 
with endeavours relating to security and disarmament. The initiative taken a few 
years ago by Belgium in the General Assembly with a view to encouraging a regional 
approach to disarmament is now well known to all. · 

The fact that at its thirty-seventh session the General Assembly adopted by 
consensus a resolution calling on governments to consult on possible regional 
disarmament measures provides strong encouragement for our efforts. The regional 
approach to disarmament has been thoroughly studied by the General Assembly. 
The chief virtue of this detailed consideration _has been to answer the doubts 
and fears expressed by a number of delegations concerning the concept itself. 
The regions are now in a position to undertake their own oxperime~'ts; - with the 
possible assistance of the United Nations. A system has been established which 
will make it. possible to compare the experiments undertaken in full respect for 
the freedomof States and of the regions themselves. 

All this reflection on the regional approach has made it possible to see 
more clearly how much the regions · a~e interrelated and how much the security of 
each is the concern of all. I would ask member States of this Committee, and 
beyond them e.ll States of the world, to make the fullest use of the possibilities 
offered by . General Assembly resolution 37/100 F. Regional disarmament efforts 
could be undertaken in all parts of the world, and it will ho doubt be possib~e 
in the near future for regional organizations to play a part in promoting and 
encouraging them. 

The last subject which I should like to touch upon before bringing this 
necessarily incomplete statement to a close concerns the anxiety so often 
expressed at the nuclear threat, to which I referred at the beginning of my 
statement. Belgium shares the concern of the delegations endeavouring to 
elaborate concrete meC:~sures aimed at preventing war, and particularly nuclear wRr. 
I think that a new sphere of action is open here t o the inter~ational community .• 
I do not believe that the role of the Committee on Disarmp.inent in this sphere · 
should be confined to the conduct of thee>retical debates. I believe that the 
most useful contribution which the Committee could make to the .international 
community would be to advocate very specific and easily mign'tiaplc mea aures. At 
the end of the spring part •}f the Committee's session, the Belgian delegation 
put forward a proposal aimed at identifying confidence-building measures in the 
context of the prevention of nuclear war. 
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I should like today· to: ·app!ffi:l to all the n:u,clear~weapon powers to negoti1:1-te 
both amOng themselves 'and with t;Ae. ·:LI)t~r,ria~:Lonal ff0mmun1ty,' posslbly ~ithip -the 
framework of the Committee: on . Di·sarmAIJlent , , on measures designed . t.o build 
confidence and avert the risk of .the use of nuclear weapons~ · These nuclear.;.weapon 
States 'hava :'already: negotiated, on a biJ.at~aral basis, a . number of limited measures 
rela tirig' ·:to · rtucl:ear information r notification of activities., prevention of 
accidents, behaviour, consultati;ons in the eV4jtQt .qf crisis and communic~tions. 
New proposals have been put forwar'd this year by the President of the United .States 
to the USSR, and the Warsaw Treaty Organizatiqn States have ecqQ_e'd .,them. Al)art 
from these bilateral efforts. which we hope will soon reach a successful outcome, 
there ie an enormous potential for supplementing the existing measures and 
applying ·them to all nuclear-weapon States. · 

. ;_ : ,· t 

This multilateralization of concrete -measures would meet a need which is felt 
more and more widely by very broad sectors of th~ international community and 
has been voiced within this Committee. : The beginnings of a dil:!.lOiUe among the 
five nuclear-weapon powers, on the basis of full respect for.the positions of each 
on nuclear ·diearmament·::and a nuclear test ban, would , constitute major progress 
and reprG$ent an impo-r-tant pOlitical achievement loolhiqp the international CODlD)I,Ul:f.1;y 
would ·be wrong' to di'$regat-<i. · Under such an :approachi·the non-nuclear-wel:!.pon. Statea, 
in particular those which have chosen. the · path· of non-alignment, could also . put · · · 
forward their own particular:-concerna wlth regard: t01the risk of nuclear .w11r. 
In this way, and through modalities which would remain to be defined, an 
intertlatlonal agreemeht ·could cover, for .example, th~ . areas which Belgium 
ident~fied ' iri : its communication to the Committee on . Disarmamf3nt. 

I venture · to hope · that< this • suggestion on the part of my country will help · 
towards the more precise determination of the contribution which the 
Committee on Disarmament can make in the area of the preventio~· of nuclear war, 
to 'which it has decided now ;to devote a part of' its efforts. : 

Allo.w. ·me to express the' hope that on the eve of the fifth· anniversary 'or 
the establts·t\ment of the Committee on D:isarmament, your work may .at , las~ lead ~o 
tangible re.stilts which··wil1 demonstrate the Committee's ability to negotiate. 
interncttiom!l agreements ·and so give our peoples new grounds for optimism. 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Belgium for his 
important statem~nt and for the kind worc,ls he add~essed . to the Chair. 

I nqw .give .the floor .to the representative of Sweden, Ambassador Britt Theorin • 
. ,· .. · 

Mrs. THEORIN (Sweden): · Ambassador Ijewere, before I turn to the s1,1bject of 
l!lY . intervention · today I should ·like to welcome -you as Chairmq.n. I am convinced 
thai ' ilria~r i o,ur' gtiidancethe Committee -will get down to work very rapidly and 
that it wiil make great progress. 'I should also like to express the thanks of 
the Swedish delegation to your predecessor; Ambassador van Dongen of· 
the Netherlands ; for the effective manner in which he conducted the work of 
the . Coiimi~tte~· during the .last part of the spring session. 
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May I also take this opportunity to welcome Ambassador Rose of the 
German Democratic Republic and Ambassador Turbanski of Poland. I look forward 
to co-operating with them in the important tasks ahead of us. 

My predecessor, Mrs. Alva Myrdal, in her address to the Eighteen-Nation 
Committee on Disarmament (ENDC) here in Geneva on 1 August 1962 stressed the 
necessity of, as she said, "an immediate stop to all testing-- today". 

That was more than 20 years.ago. 

Today, we have every reason to reiterate this demand. No issue is now 
blocking international disarmament as much as the absence of serious negotiations 
on the ban on the testing of nuclear weapons. No course would be more sensible 
than the immediate cessation of all testing of nuclear weapons. 

What has, in fact, happened during these more than 20 years? 

The arms race has accelerated: sharply rising military expenditures, a 
constant stream of new records for the international arms trade and a dramatic 
increase in investment in military research and development are characteristics 
of the last two decades. The most significant development, however, is the 
persistent amassing of increasingly sophisticated nuclear weapons. 

Nuclear weapons constitute the most imminent of all threats to the survival 
of the human race. This threat is drawing nearer and nearer. It is most strongly 
felt in Europe, where the two power blocs confront one another. But the survival 
of the whole world is at stake. Nuclear disarmament is, therefore, the life-and
death issue of our time. 

The total prohibition of the testing of nuclear weapons must be the obvious 
starting point of every nuclear disarmament process. For more than a quarter of 
a century it has been regarded as a crucial measure necessary to halt the 
nuclear arms race. This has year after year been stated by an overwhelming 
majority of the General Assembly of the United Nations. The importance of a 
comprehensive test ban has long been deeply rooted in international opinion. 
A comprehensive test-ban treaty has been given first priority by the unanimous 
decisions of the member States of this Committee. 

I shall devote my statement today entirely to this crucial question. 

Every attempt to conclude a comprehensive test-ban treaty has failed. A 
partial test-ban treaty was concluded in 1963. This Treaty banned nuclear-weapon 
test explosions, and any other nuclear explosion, in the atmosphere, in outer 
space and under water. It contributed significantly to the reduction of 
radioactive contamination of the atmosphere. As an arms limitation or disarmament 
measure, however, it was of very limited importance. It actually permitted 
testing underground. And since all nuclear-weapon powers did not become parties 
to the partial test-ban treaty the testing of nuclear weapons continued -- even 
above ground -- also in the southern hemisphere, where there is no nuclear-weapon 
power. Everyone knows the alternative to a comprehensive test-ban treaty: it 
is a continued nuclear arms race. 
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In the partial test-ban Treaty the nuclear-weapon powers undertook to seek 
to achieve a ~top to any test explosion of nuclear weapons for all time, and 
stated that they were determined to continue negotiations to this end. This 
commitment was reaffirmed in the non-prol,ifE;lratlon Treaty of 1968. But now, 
20 years later, no real negotiations are being :conducted on a comprehensive 
test-ban treaty. On the CoBtrary, it ·iS being openly stated by one of the 
Superpowers that. such a tl'eaty is pnlya long-term goal within the framework of 
nuclear disariilament. . 

Since 1945 -- when 'the first atom bombs shocked ~he .world -- bombs which 
·are many thousand times mor.e. pqw.erful than the Hl.roshicia bomb have been exploded. 
Such tests continue year after year at an unabat:i.ng rate -- on an average, one 
test a week. This enti.tles us to speak of a fatal threat to the whole human 
race. · And we must not be in~igled into believing that . tti~ nuclear arms race 
can go on year after<year without increasing the risk that iit will one day end 
in a final catastrophe-- the world will be turned into a "republic ofinsects", 
to borrow Jonathan Schell's words. · 

It is becoming more and more difficult for the nuclear-weapon powers morally 
to defend their behaviour -- to defend why they let year after year go by 
with0ut achieving any substantive results, at the same time as the warning 
signals from the incessant testing of nuclear weapons are ringing in our'ears. 

The nuclear-weapon powers are responsible for the fact that so far we have 
not been able to take the final step --to close .UP the loopholes and agree on 
a comprehensive test-ban treaty. This .. does enormous dama~ to their credibility. 
They are evidently prepared tq make only a gesture of disarmament and arms 
limitation When some type or weapon has become obsolete 'o.r when further Weapons 
development has lost any military usefulness. They are ptaying a deceitful. 
game against the world's need for peace and common security. It is a great 
disservice to all serious .clisarmament efforts. · · ' ' 

~ - .. 

It is also a great disservice to their own security. The v~ry possesSi'On 
of nuclear weapons , if!. a factor of insecurity. The risk of becoming the target 
of .a nuclear attack is obvious. 

And, furthermore, what kind of world will we have in a couple of years' 
time when the number of nuclear-weapon powers may be even greater? Where is such 

· a horizontal proliferation going to stop? 1he nuclear-weapon powers should be 
awal"e ' of their <.r .e.sponsibility and fulfil their legal and political obligations. 

The reinitiation of negotiations on a comprehensive test-ban treaty has 
been an urgent matter for many years. The longer such negotiations are delayed, 
the more the inherent risks will increase. Time is not working in our favour. 
Politics and. ·policies change. The pressure from the peace movements, the churches, 
professional gr,oups and other concerned c.i tizens i .s mounting. It is bound to 
yield results, and I am convinced that responsible politicians will have to 
respond to this growing public concern. 
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It is in this spirit that the Swedish delegation today submits a draft 
comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty. It is a revised snd considerably extended 
version of the draft treaty submitted by Sweden in 1977 (CCD/526 and 
CCD/526/Rev .1"). 

In making this new draft we have taken into consideration developments 
since l977, above· all the report from the trilateral talks between the 
United States, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union (CD/130), and the changing 
attitudes towards, for instance, on-site inspection. We have also considered 
new working papers and propossls from individual countries, notably the contributions 
made by Australia (CD/95); the Netherlands (CD/312), and the Soviet Union (CD/346). 
We have, of course, also taken into account the progress made in the 
Committee on Disarmament's Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts. As you will note, 
we have for the first time endeavoured to elaborate the texts of three draft 
protocols in order to provide a more concrete basis for the discussions on these 
matters. 

The draft treaty presente1 today is an honest attempt to find a compromise 
that should be acceptable to all as a basis for serious negotiations. 

The technical achievements in the field of verification are such that a 
viable international verification system is now within reach. 

My delegation fails to see any insurmountable technical obstacles to a 
comprehensive test-ban treaty. The only reason for a country to refuse seriously 
to negotiate a comp~ehensive test-ban treaty is its own desire to continue the 
testing and development of nuclear weapons against the will of an overwhelming 
majority of the peoples of the world. This is a huge responsibility. 

I shall comment on the individual articles in some detail later, but let 
me first say a few words about the general principles which have guided my 
delegation in its work on this draft treaty. 

In a world where the risk of the proliferation of nucle3r weapons is obvious, 
it is more important than ever that a comprehensive test-ban treaty be designed 
so as to attract universal adherence. It must, therefore, be non-discriminatory. 

The problem of preventing peaceful nuclear explosions from being used as 
a back door to the further refinement or the acquisition of nuclear weapons must 
be solved in such a way that it does not discriminate against any party to the 
treaty. This is not an easy matter, and it is, therefore, important to establish 
a moratorium on peaceful nuclear explosions in order not to further delay the 
long overdue complete ban on nuclear-weapon testing. 

It has been widely recognized, inter alia, in the Final Document of the 
first special session devoted t o disarmament, that the nuclear-weapon powers 
possessing the most important nuclear arsenals bear a special responsibility for 
achieving the goal of nuclear disarmament. For this reason it is required •n the 
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prese~t draft that those nuclear-weapon powers should have ratified the treaty before 
it ·enters into force. However, as resards the remaining nuclear-weapon powers, 
it goes without saying that there is ~ limit to the time one oan tolerate .their 
continued testing. This limit has been set at five years in the draft treaty. 

Let me, in this contextt renew the appeal made by many other countries to 
China and France to reconsider their decision not to participate in the 
Ad Hoo Working Group on a Nuclear Test Ban. 

An adequate verification system is a most important clement in a comprehensive 
test-ban treaty as it is in all arms control and diaarmament agreements. · The 
legitimate right !lnd duty of all countries to participate in tho vel"ification or 
international treoties ·· to which they are parties must be: recognized. This 
political recosnition •mustl:>e supported by international . technical arrangements 
that will make· it possible for all countries to possess essentially the same 
verification possibilities. International co-operative measures are 3lao the 
corner-stone of the verification arrangements of this droft treaty. 

These seismological m~asures, supplemented by surveillance of airborne 
radioactivity should, in combination with the proposed procedures for consultation 
and on-site-inspection, in our view provide an adequate verification system 
acceptable to all. 

The Swedish Government is deeply' c~mmitted to the work of establishing such 
international verification arr~ngemonts. I take this opportunity to reaffirm 
the offer of the Swedish Government to establish, operate and finance :m 
international data centre in Sweden and also to contribute data from our Hagfors 
Observatory to such an international date exchange. 

I will now present our draft treaty in more detail . 

The purpose is to obtain ~ comprehensive treaty prohibiting any nuclear
weapon test explosion in any environment, by all countries and for all time. 

As to explosions for peaceful purposest a moratorium should be established· .. :. 
until appropriate international arrangements for conducting such explosions 
have been worked out. It is suggested in the draft treaty that the parties keep 
under consideration the question of arrangements for conducting nuclear explosions 
tor peaceful purposes on a non-discriminatory basis, including the aspect or -
precluding military ~nofits. 

The treaty should be open to all States for signature and it is our hope 
that all countries will find it possible to adhere to the treaty. The treaty 
will enter into force when at least 20 governments, including the governments of 
the United States, the United Kingdom and the Soviet Union, have become parties 
to it. If this treaty has not been adhered to by all permanent members of the 
United Nations Security Council within five years after its entry into force, 
each party will have the right to wittwrnw from the treaty. 
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In our view, the verification arrangements must be part of the treaty and 
thus be worked out and ready for implementation when the treaty enters into force. 
we ore therefore presenting three draft protocols containing provisions for an 
international data exchange, for on-site inspections and for a consultative 
committee. 

The suggested arrangements for the international exchange of seismological 
and other data are based on the work of the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts. 
The international system has three basic elements, national recording stations, 
the data exchange system to be carried out through the Global Telecommunication 
System of the World Meteorological Organization and, finally, international data 
centres. Each party should have the right to participate in the international 
data exchange by providing data from stations in its territory and by receiving 
all data made available through the exchange. To ensure that from the very 
beginning the station network has the necessary global coverage, agreements to 
contribute data should be made in advance with a number of countries. The 
stations designated to participate in the international exchange should have the 
same basic equipment and be operated, calibrated and maintained ~ccording to 
agreed specifications to be given in an operational manual for seismic stations. 

Seismic data from designated stations should routinely be ~eported through 
the Global Telecommunication System of the World Meteorological Organization or 
through other agreed communication channels. In addition to data thus submitted, 
each country should provide any additional data from its designated stations 
requested by any party to the treaty. The data to be reported, the reporting 
format and time schedule, as well as the procedures for the international exchange 
of these data, are to be laid down in an operational manual for data exchange. 

International data centres should be established at agreed locations. Each 
centre should be under the jurisdiction of and financed by the party on whose 
territory it is located. Each international data centre should receive all 
contributed data, process these data without assessing the nature of observed 
events and make the processed data available to all parties. An operational 
manual for international dQta centres should also be worked out containing a 
specification of procedures to be followed at such centres. 

In addition to an exchange of seismological data, the exchange of data on 
atmospheric radioactivity should be established. This exchange could be organized 
in a way similar to seismological data exchange and utilizing the same 
international data centres. The possibility of including additional measures such 
as hydro-acoustic signals in oceans and infrasound and micro-barographic signals 
in the atmosphere could also be considered. An operational manual must be worked 
out for such additional measures. 
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All parties to the treaty should, through the data provided by the 
international data exchange or through their national means of ver1fin~tion. 
obtain the technical data needed. to verify .the treaty. Tho parties should, 
further, through bilateral or mul~ilateral ~onsultations, co-operate in good 
faith to clarify any event relevant to the subject matter of this treaty. 
Each should, in that respect, be entitled to request and receive information 
from any other party. 

Each party shouid further be entitled to request an on .. site inspection 
for the purpose of ascertaining whether .or not a specified event .was a nuclear 
explosion. A party may also invite on-site inspection in its own territory 
of large non-nucl.ear explosions or of any other events where it finds that 
such inspections might allay unfounded suspicion. The procedures for 
international inspections, including the rights and functions of the inspecting 
personnel, are laid down in a separate protocol. 

The purpose of an international on-site inspection is purely fact-finding, 
and the inspection team shoul~ _not make any assessment as to the nature of the 
inspected event, but only present a factual report of the observations made · 
during the inspection. We have found that the technical material which is 
available and compiled today on the various inspection techniques and their 
potential usefulness is insufficient to propose a treaty text in this respect. 
The task of compiling such necessary additional technical material should be 
given to the Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts. 

, A consultative committee should be established to oversee the implementation 
of the treaty and of the international verification arrangements. The 
consultative committee should also serve as a forum to discuss and resolve 
disputes concerning the treaty and its veriflcation arrangements that might 
arise ~;>etween parties to the treaty. Any party would be entitled to make 
inquiries in the committee and re~eive answers. They could also request an 
international on-site inspection and receive the factual results of such an 
inspection. 

A technical expert group and a permanent secretariat should assist the 
consultative committee. The technical expert group, which should be open to 
all parties, should evaluate the .technical performance of the international 
verification. measures and propose changes in equipment and technical procedures. 
It should also be a forum for technical discussions of events of which a party 
seeks clarification through international measures. 

The permanent secretariat should assist the consultative committee and 
the technical expert group. It should, inter alia, supervise ·that the technical 
components of the international data exchange are operated as specified in the 
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treaty. The secretariat should compile and present operational statistics to 
the technical expert group. The secretariat should also serve as the point 
of contact for co-operation with international organizations such as WHO. 

It is our hope that this draft treaty presented today will facilitate 
serious political negotiations in the Committee on Disarmament. As I have 
mentioned, additional technical material is, however, needed. In our view 
the task of providing this technical material should be given to the 
Ad Hoc Group of Scientific Experts. 

My Government is presenting this draft comprehensive test-ban treaty in 
order to give ~ new impetus to the disarmament negotiations in the nuclear 
field. 

The draft treaty with its protocol demonstrates that a combination of 
verification measures, such as seismic means, surveillance of airborne 
radioactivity and on-site inspection, creates the opportunity to establish a 
sound and reliable verification system. 

This is now a definite possibility to lay the necessary foundation for 
a comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty. Certainly, considerable political 
and technical problems remain to be solved. 

The technical obstacles are manageable. The present draft clearly shows 
that. 

The political obstacles may be more difficult. However, the opportunity 
of creating a viable international verification system may help in shaping a 
political will, so sadly lacking up to this time. 

The world's leaders should by now start to become aware of what has so 
long been obvious to all non-nuclear-weapon nations. 

The nuclear-arms race is futile. Instead of creating security, it 
breeds insecurity for all. The first step towards nuclear disarmament -- and 
thus towards enhanced security -- should be the conclusion of a comprehensive 
test-ban treaty. 

We have a responsibility. We are getting the means. This is a chance. 
Let us together take this step now. 
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The~ 'CHAIRMAN: . I ·thank the representa: ti ve of Swaden for her statement and' for 
the· . kind words· addressed-.· to the Chair • . 

. -I now give the·· f'loor ., to ::the· representative of Indonesia, Ambassador Sutreana. · 

. . .. t'' ' :. . ' . . ·. .. . ' .. . . . . . . 
Mr. SUTRESNA (Indonesia)': Mr.· Ch~irman, it is indeed a gre~~ .. Pl~asure for my 

delegatio.n to welcome you, the ·represents ti ve of a non-align~d and · (riC:mdly co'-'ntry, 
as Chairman ··or the· CoPiiDittee on Disa.riD'ament for the first month of th.e second parJ4 . ·. 
of the Collimittee 's sessiori this year< . Relations betw~en our two countries, Nigeri,a: 
and Indonesia, have always been and will continue to be warm and cordial, despite 
the great geographical distance separating us. I would like to assure you of my 
delegation's support and co.~opkration in the di.S~harge of your difficult task. 

' .• ~y ;t , a:i86 take this opport"'ni ty to convey my delegation's thanks .an~ . 
appreoiati.on · to Ambas~ador van .'bongen of the · Netherlands for his effective 
lead~rship ' and wisdom in leading the Committee during i'ts work last · Aprl,l ··~ 

•. . . ~. . ' . . . . . 

. My ~elegation would '.also like to welcome Ambassador 'Kamyab Qf'. Iran, . t • 

Ambassador Rose of the German Democratic· ~epublic· , Ambas~ador Turb&r$ki of Poland '" 
and Ambassador Ekeus of Sweden as new members of the family of the ' C6mmittee:' bn ' 
Disarmament~ · · ·I wish to off'er them the co-operation of my delegation'~ ! ' In this · , 
connection, my· delegation is gratified to see that Ambassador Lidgard will continu~ 
to be with us to chair the Ad Hoc Working Group on Radiological Weapons. His -
contributions to the Co~ittee and to the Group of 21 in t~e past are greatly 
appreciat.e.d' by my delegation, and I am sure ·, by all of us here. My delegation . 
wishes . him success in his future assignmei1t. . . . 

The 1nclusi9n . of the • ~ tem ~ Preventi.on of nuclear war, in the . agenc;ia for the · 
year 1983 ' 18 a manifestati6n of the Committee's growing concern over the survival 
of humankind that has been relentlessly voiced by the wprld community • . It . is · 
based on the conviction that our Committee could and should corH:.ribute to ·· the. 
efforts toward the elimination of the danger of a nuclear . war '' \oihich ···is . ·r~cognited . 
by all> as· an imlliei:iiate goal in the final objective of'' gi:meral and· 'complete :r• ·· .·' 
d.isarmilment under eftectl ve international control. ·' Such an inclusion~ .,speci:fi'cctlly, 
is a response to the request directed to our Committee in United Nations · ·; .,., '·' · 
Genera~ Assembly resolution 37/78 I, which reads, "to undertake, as a matter of the 
highest . priority ,- ·:·negotiations with a VieW to achiE!Ving agreement on appropriate 
and practical measures for the prevention of a nucl.'e·ar war~" · · ·· ·· ' 

·~ ~ t . 

Our endeavour is both relevant and timely~ The Committee on 'Disarmament ca'n· 
no longer adopt an evasive stance on this se:rfous issue, partlcularly in view of 
the strained relations' between the Superpowers, the ··impasse in ·bil'ateral/ . 
trilater4ai negotiations and the alarming pace of the nuclear arms race, as well 
as the conflict and . tensi'on that · tend to engulf various regidns ·or the world. It 
was precisely because of this gloomy·situation that the non-aligned countries 
issued a message, during their Seventh Conference of Heads of .State or Government 
in New 'Delhi in March this year which, inter alia, expresses their· demand for "an 
immediate halt to the ·d~£:rt ·towards nuclear conflict which threatens the · 
well-being not only·or h'umanlty in our times but of future generations as · well". · 

I :~ '.' f J. ( ;. . . ~ 

~ . ·. 
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The gr~~t. ,iDlportance tha,t my delegatio~ at~~ches to t ,he question, of the _ 
prevention of . nuclear war hardly needs repeating •.. The Government of Indonesia has 
always viewed with the utmost concern the possibility of~n outbreak of nuclear 
war and l)as .consiste.ntly supported efforts to eliJninat,e the danger of the .·use of 
nuclear weapons. Thus, as early as the sixteenth session of the General Assembly 
in 1961, Indonesia co-sponsored resolution 165 3 (XVI) which unequi voc.~_p,~ ass_erted 
that the -use of nuclear ' weapons is contrary to the aims of the UnitedNst'ionS:-and 
a. violation of its ''Charter as well as of the laws of humanity. 'thei ·'resolu't':ton ·· 
further declared' that any State using these deadly weapons is to b~ 'consider'ed ' as 
committing a crime agains~ humanity. • · _, .·. 

Since then, a number· ()f t 'echnological developments, quanti ta ti ve increases 
and qualitative improvements of nuclear ·weaponry have made even clearer the 
catastrophic results of a nuclear war. The situation is further compounded by an 
alarming trend toward a new strategy for the ' use· of nuclear weapons based ·on the 
theory of ·a liinited nuclear war which could be won by one of the parties to' 'the 
conflict • . This theory 'is unquestionably ihufiory as well as dangerous·~ There is 
no guarantee that the use of tactical nuclear weapons in a geographically limited 
war would not lead 1'to counter-strikes by one m.iclear~weapon State aga:i't'ts~ · another, 
thus making a full~·:s'cale rtuclear war inevitable. · Such an escalation :liiay seem to 
be a natural ' sequence.' Mor~over, that theory ' involves the very real danger of , . .. 
making the possi bili'tY of nuclear war, which will result irr ' ttte destruction of all 
forms of life on earth, l'll'thinkable"'· and more· immediate. · ._, ' ·· 

The growing awareness ot ' the potentially devastating consequences which a 
nuclear 'war would have on mankind '·shouid make us realize the enormity of our 
responsibilities. Therefore, an issue of such critical importance to all mankind 
as the prevention of nuclear war, which in fact constitutes the_preservation of 
our civilization, must be the legitimate concern of all States -- big, medium and 
small. Regrettably~ the decision of the first special session of the · · 
General Assemblf1devoted to disarmament to accord ptiority considerationto 
effective measures ' toward the prevention of nuclear war remains, if anything, a 
statement of intent. Nuclear-weapon States havenot lived up to what continues 
legitimately to be expectedof them as being primarily responsible for nuclear 
disarmament. ,. ' · 

My delegation remains to be convinced by the argument that such a situation 
was unavoidable ih view' of the pattern· of behaviour among the S.uperpowers 
prevailing in a particular period. There lsno denying that nuclear-disarmament 
negotiations cannot be purs\led in isolation. H_owevsr, 1.t has become an axioz;q 
that the attainment of disarmament agreements . wlll furth:er the . c;:'a.use of pe'ac.~· and 
international security.· Moreover, pa'~t- expe~ience of disar~ame~.t ,negotia tiona:, 
including those of the early years after the Second World w~:r, . ' ha,~ '8Jio_wn us tha.t 
the so-called "theory of linkage" proved to be not only sery~~l~ss' b\l_t 'aiso 
counter-productive. Attempts to link the disarmament negqt;Lations l;.i3:-th the 
solution· of non-disarmament problems will be of no avail. . Corty.er~~ly, tne 
sinc~tilty of the parties to disarmament negotiations will also be put to the test 
by the restraint of their behaviour in other areas of activity. We ~annot. have .a 
situation in which thoi!le countries attempt to c~ntribute to the establis~ment of 
peace and international security through disarmament, while at the same time, the 
same countries are carrying out policies in different regions of the world 
contrary to the very objective of disarmament. 
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Parag~aph 13 of the Final Document states that "Enduring international peace 
and security cannot be built on the accumulation of weaponry by military ' 
alliances nor be sustained by a precariou.S' balance of deterr(~nce or doctrines o·f 
strategic superiority". In spite ofth:l~l, nuclear-weapon States, in protecting 
and promoting their respective security interests, contihutt tb rely on the 
doctrines pr~.dicate.d upon the use of nuclear weapons. Their search for greater 
security on ~k)e basis· of the possession of, and the willingnesS to l:lSe, nuclear 
weapons, has instead brought us further insecurity. 

• •• 1' '), 7 

Nu~l.~r-we~pon :~ta.tes apparently continue to cherish the hope that the 
bal<!:l')~e~!9( d1;:~rrenc_e. qan be .IQ81ntained stable. This is an oversimplification. 
How ,~al'). ~~h .~·:!~~ance:~b~·. ma·intained when each of the parties concerned adopts a 
strata&~: .. w.tl;icq:.J:Seek~; .. to. ~qqi~Ve O~Cl~ .. l"_ S~ij~1f'iority, in terms both Of quality and 
of qua¢!~ty?: }:n1 t~e n~lear ·.ag~·"· '!!qrce?"V-~,r., '~.h,ese doctrines involve unacceptable 
uncerta.~nty an.4Jt'·r8l. 'V:Sn.: ~he na tur:~·,iQ{:: ~~~!e ,.,w~al>ons, the risks inherent in the 
failur.e_.of ~·~r·r.ei)Qe .~r.~ only too obvious~ ''The use by some States of the 
prospect of .. ~:Cl.nni.hilation. of h~an civilization for promoting their security ia 
inadmissible •.CW.d;.i.:sr C!!r:',t~inly not consistent with the principles of the 
Un:f,~e%.-.~~~9!W iG~'HU?:ter.~ ... Neither is it acceptable to use perceived inferiority in 
conventiqn~-;J.,,.f,orqe.s~:as a,,pretext for pursuing a nuclear deterrence. strategy. 

I hope it is clear from the foregoing that the assumption that the question 
of the prevention .. qf. nuclear war is exclusively the concern of nuclear":'weapon ·,· 
Sta,_t-~s ls: f;allacious . .,-: · ,-Furthermore, numerous studies relating to nuclear. weapons: 
that have been conducted within or outside the United Nations system have ., 
indicated to us in no uncertain terms that massive annihilating effects from the 
outbreak of a n.~cl:~~r war:' could not be cont'ined to belligi3rent States alone. 
Hence, the. vo~ce o:f. ,~on-nuclear-weapon countries -- which will also be potentiaL·:. · 
victims, in any nuclear conflict -- must be heard and . their concerns be heeded·. nn\: 

It is within this context too, that the position of the.Group of 21 on the 
prevention of nuclear war, as contained in document CD/341, has to be appreciated. 
That., ~'lorking paper has rightly pointed out first, tha~, it iB the shared . 
respons~bilit¥· of all States to P.r-event a nuclear wa,r, &nd secondly, that. 
elaboration of practical measures of such prevention ie. within the realm of 
competence of the Committee on Disarmament • 

. . l ~: 

My delegation therefore submits ·tha~ all delegation,s, .with no exception, .wil;.-l 
have to pur;.~u~ .. th~ subject with greater vi.gour and sens~; o~ urgency, le&t we fail 
in our inherent responf3ibilities as members .of this sole mllltilateral negotiating 
forum in th~ field of disarmament. Ap.propriate and practical measures that the 
Committee will have to seek, in the view of my delegation, will inevitably, 
the.re·for:e~ be. all-,enpompassing in character. The form in which we carry out t:hat 
task will .det~rn:ipe.the.degree of seriousness we all accord to this subject. 
Like the, .qther·,~:b~~s of the Group of 21, my delegation believes that the urgency 
and v~-t?~ ,_imp9rt~nc~. o{ the prevention of nuclear war requires nothing less than 
an ·aD)lf?C· workiog ,gr.oup ... established for that purpose and with an appropriate 
mandata..· .As;faras· the, modalities of work are concerned, my delegation is 
open-.mind~~ •... 

, ..... 
While recognizing .that th~ subject-matter is practically not new to I.,IS, my 

delegation believes that further intensive discussions would be useful for the 
purpose of reaching a common understanding on basic premises and a framework on 
the baSis of which.,Ol:lr task, i.e. to draw up appropriate and practical measures 
for the prevention.o!' nuclear W9<r, could be pursued. 
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,, Such basic per·mises and framework should include, first and foremost, ~s .has 
been spelled out in document CD/341, the reaffirmation of our strict adherence to 
and respect · for the principles of the United Nations Charter, . and in particular 
respect for sovereignty, the non-use or threat of use of force against .the 
territorial integrity or political independence of any State, the peaceful 
settlement of disputes, non-intervention and non-interference in the internal 
affairs of States and peaceful coexistence and trust between all States. 

Secondly, they should also include the recognition that nuclear weapons are · 
not instruments of war: they are weapons o.f· mass destruction. Pending nuclear _. 
disarmament, \oihose ultimate objec~ive is the · total elimination of nuclear weapons, 
the use of nuclear weapons should be prohibited under all circumstances. In this 
context, it must be mentioned that our search for practical measures to prevent 
nuclear war in no way implies that we underrate the consequences of war in which 
conventional weapons) especially the most sophisticated ones, are used • . Ir ·my 
delegation does not deem it relevant to deal with this question under the' item, 
Prevention of nuclear war, it is simply because the problem of conventional 
weapons is not as pressing as that of nuclear weapons with their immense 
destructive capability. However, in so far as conventional wars could escalate to 
a nuclear threshold~ this probability underlines the need for nuclear-weapon 
States to steer clear of conflicts among non-nuclear-weapon States. 

Thirdly, as amply shown by the UNIDlR study on "Risks of unintentional 
nuclear war", it should be acknowledged that an acute international crisis may act 
as a catalyst to trigger a nuclear war. · · 

Fourthly, the negotiation and conclusion of a · comprehEmsive ,test-ban treaty, 
which would constitute the litmus test of the sincerity ·orthe desire of nuclear
weapon States to remove the danger of the vertical as well as of the ' horizontal 
proliferation of nuclear t.zeapons, should urge~tly_ ~be' pursued. · · 

: "<) ~ ~ :· .- -~ . . .. , .-

May I at this juncture, sincerely welcome the .dr-aft· treaty that has just been 
presented by the distinguished head of 1the delegation of Sweden; my delegation .. 
looks forward to studying j.t more carefUlly. ::;- . 

Fifthly, the ultimate objective of achieving a world entirely free of nuclear 
weapons should also be pursued thi'ough the establishment of nuclear-weapon~free 
zones in different parts of the world by the States of the region orsubregion 
concerne-d. In order for such zones to be effect! ve, nuclear-weapon States are 
obliged to support and respect the status of such zones. 

Finally, another element of no less importance is the difference in conditions 
pertaining to specific regions. It seems obvious that measures that may be 
applicable for a region where there is a high concentration of nuclear weapons, 
such as Europe, would not necessarily be the same as those that are required for 
another region Where, for instance, although no nuclear weapons are being deployed, 
the threat 'to th~ ··security of the region is 'inherent in the transit of nuclear 
weapons through that region. The latter example, has a greater relevance in the 
case of a region or a country having geographic peculiarities, such as Indonesia, 
which constitutes an archipelagic State~ sj.tuated at the crossroads of sea-routes 
connecting two oceans cmd two continents. 

Those aspects are definitely not exhaustive. Other delegations may perhaps 
wish to add o·thel' elements to the list, if the approach that we are suggesting 
is deemed appropriate. 
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In. cqnclusion, I ldsh to state that my delegation, in sharing its thoughts on 
the question of the prevention of nuclear war, does not at all underestimate the 
complexity of the subject. On the contraryt we are aware that the problems that 
will arise may be manifold-. They include not only problems relating to the 
formulation of and agreement on appropriate and practical measures, but also those 
relating to the .ways and means to ensure the effective implementation of such 
measures. We b.elieve, however, that they would not be insurmountable · if we are all 
committed to .. contr,ibu~ing to this gigantic task of securing the· survival of the··· 
present .as w.ell as futur-e Benerations," 

~ CH!.!BMA.!i: I thank the representative of Indonesi~ for his statement· and 
for the kind words he addressed to · the Chair. 

I now givethe floor to t~e representative of Morocco, Ambass~dqr Skalli. 

Mr. ALI SKALLI (Morocco} (translated from French): Mr. Chairman, the members 
of my d~legation-anu . I .are espeCiaiiy happy to offer you our sincere congratulations 
on your ·as~umptlon of the chairmanship of our Committee ·· in this first month of its 
summer.. s~:ssion. We wish to express our satisfaction tha-t the guidance of our 
discussiOl)l! has been ent..rusted to the eminent and worttty representative of Nigeria, 
a friendly and fraternal ccuntry with which Morocco has so many ties. 

Your great Mplomatic talents, your skilfulness and your human and professional 
qualities constitute for us so many guarantees of the success of our work. 

You may rest assur-ed ~f the full and unstinted co-operation of my delegation 
and myself. • 

It is with great pleasure that I wish to express our profound and sincere 
gratitude to our excellent friend, Amb9.ssador Franz van Dongen :of the Netherlands, 
for his . valuable contribution to our work .during the month when ·he was Chairman. 
The devotion he showed to . \ihe ~ause of 'di:sarmainerit, .his ·eourtesy and ,exemplary 
patience, as well as his skill and great :·\.Jisdoni, enabled him to accomplish 
brilliantl~' and saccessfully the . mission entrusted to him during his term of office. 

: ' ; .. ~ 

My _ delegation Hould :like to welcome the presence _among us ·this morning of his 
Excellency Mr. leo Tindemans, the Minister fo J.~ Foreign ·. Affairs of Belgium. It was 
with keen attention that the Moroc~an delegation ' listened to the important speech he 
made befor·e. our Committee. I should also lil':e to welcome the ne~ representatives of 
the German Democratic Republic, Poland and - Sweden. We . are mo13t happy to: hav.e this 
opport.u.nity of e~tablishing links of co-op·eration and friendship ;·with thern. We are 
also pleaseq, ,, t;o P.P~E! the return ainong us of Mrs." 'l3.ri tt TheQ~~n, , Ambassador, , Member 
of P~.ri~-.~\lleh·t:'anc Chairman of the Swedish Disarmament Commission. Sl.Jeden has always 
played an important and constructive part in disar111ament matters and our eminent 
colleague and warm friend, . Ambassador Curt Lidgard, has left hi·s mark in this field. ·' 
We wish him wen in the ne_w s':.age he_ . i~ emb~rking on·. in his life a-nd career. 

Nearly four decades have now passed since man turned one of the darkest pages 
in his histo~y. Since then mankind has . endeavoured to establish a new type of 
interna~icnal relaticl1S; ba_sed on confi~ence, co-operation and solidarity. 

It must, l1owever, be admitted that in spite of all the efforts made to achieve 
that aim, the ;-Iorld continues ::.a live in a state of arme:d peace, with all that that 
means in ter·ms of mistrust and inse~uri ty . 
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International relations are constantly deteriorating; centres of tension are 
smouldering in the four corners of the earth, and the arms race goes on without 
respite. _Far from giving one side or the other agreater·senseofsecurity, thearms 
race merely heightens suspicion and increases tension and consequently creates a 
climate where the fear of a new world war and especially of a nuclear war, prevails. 

There is no denying that the arms race has today assumed a magnitude out of 
all proportioP to the security needs of the States engaged in it. The accumulation 
of more and more sophisticated and destructive weapons can only lead to a conflict 
situation in 'Vthich a conflagration of incalculable consequences inay break out at 
any memento 

Our awareness of the dangers inherent in this situation should encourage us 
to strive harder than ever to focus all our effc~ts on a common objective, that of 
putting an end to the arms race and advancing towards general and complete 
disarmament under effective international control. 

In a statement to .the Committee on 3 February 1983, the head of the Swedish 
delegation saiq that according to figures from the Hagfors Seismic Observatory in 
Sweden, no less than 55 nuclear explosions had taken place in the world in 1982 as 
compared with 49 in 1981. In other words, there was an explosion every six days. 

These figures in themselves sound an alarm, since the number of nuclear tests 
is increpsing year after year at a staggering rate, testifying to a greater 
prolif'eration of nuci.ear weapons. · 

We consider that the threshold of security has already been crossed and that 
we must ~ea6£ before it i~ really too late. 

The failure of the various United Nations bodies, including our Committee, 
after more than two decades of fruitless debate, to agree on a treaty banning all 
nuclear tests, is for us a source of grave concern which is only equalled by our 
ardent desire to. see c:;:oq1mon . sense and reason finally prevail. 

Sir;lCe t.ne qi.H~S~ion of banning nuclear tests was placed on the agenda of our 
Cominittee ln -1979, a ' dozen resolutions have been adopted by the United Nations 
General Asse.mhly requesting the Committee to submit to it the text of an agreement 
providing fOl" a complete ban on nuClear tests~ 

Last year, the Committee on Disarmament took the excellent initiative of 
setting up an ad hoc working group to consider all specific issues which could 
facilitate progress towards the negotiation of a nuclear test ban and to define 
through substantive examination, the issues relating to verification and compliance. 

We were pleased, at that time, to see a working group finally taking up this 
priority issue. As you know, it had been very difficult to secure the establishment 
of such a group and much patience and imagination had been neeessary in order to 
overcome the difficulties which had prevented its being set up. 

He should, .. ·. however, realize that this achievement, although positive, was · 
nevertheless not .an end in itself, but a practical and suitable means for going 
beyond the stage of purely academic statements and engaging in concrete 
negotiati_ons en a draft treaty. 
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Most members of the Committee rightly consider that the Ad Hoc Working Group's 
mandate is limited and restrictive and does not permit the negotiation of a draft 
treaty. To justify this m~~date, some delegations have emphasized the fundamental 
impor:~nae. > of .·.· the· prob1ein of verification. 

; ...... ....,.. .. ~ 

Of course / verificati~n ~nd compli~nce are key elements in any instrument 
imposing a. bari on · n.uclear t~sting, but ·they could not possibly be the only ones. 
Other elei'Jenu~, . e·sp·e~~$..lly -.tne scope · of . the treaty, are important also, and should 
receive our ·.'at't~ntiori • . 

This se!ems: all the more obvious to us as the Final Document of the first 
special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament states in 
paragraph 31: "The form .and modalities of the verification to be provided for 
in any speoific: agreemer}t depend upon and should be deter·mined by the purposes' 
SCOpe and ;·nature . Of the 'agreement • II • 

Consequently, on~ can ·but regret the. rejection of the reque~t for a broadening 
of the mal)(ta:t·e of the Working .. Group set up under 1 tern 1 of the agenda. 

However; .our disappointment has been somewhat mitigated ' by the fact that all 
the delegations pres'ent here have expressed a desire to 'discuss, in an open-minded 
and constructive spirit, all the issues connectectw.ith •the draft treaty which, we 
hope, will be concluded in the ·near future. · rfe cannot lose sight .9f the _ importance 
and the urgency of concluding a treaty completely banning ' all nuclear tests. There 
is no doubt that the signing of such an instrUment would be a •fundamental step 
likely to put an end . t _o .-~l'le present continuous _v.ertical proliferation of nuclear 
weapons, PJ'I'eV'ent ·Horizontal proliferation and · ~_ppen the way to nuclear disarmament. 

The question -of the cessation of the nuclear arms race and _nuclear disarmament 
is of equal importance, and one to which the General Assembly ~as given high priority. 

. . 

Our interest in this matter is justiffed .. 'by tti'~ fact th.at nuclear weapons 
constitute the gravest ·threat . ·to mank-ind'".lirid to the survival· of our civilization. 

' •/". • • ' : . • ~: . .• • . . . . ·• ·. ! ~ . . i ~:; ; . 
. . · . ! . : ~ ~ ': ~ : . . 

The e~:if)tence ''Of' suc'h weapo~~; . the. cohstai1t .,increase in their numbers and 
their constant improvement are, in our view, a challenge to all mankind. Far from 
guaranteeing . international peace and security, these weapons only serve to maintain 
a climate of mistrust and anxiety which accentuates the det.erioration in 
international relations. 

>--· _,, ··; .. 
He regret that prog·re·a·l:l in research and technology, instead of being made in 

order to ensure ·artd proindte the .welfare of mankind, is most often achieved for 
military purposes. 

The figures supplied by the United Nations in its~ •iReport on the world social 
situation", published this spring, leave us somewhat perplexed. On page 196, this ., 
report states: "Total warhe9ds in the United States and. $oviet nuclear arsenals 
nearly tripled betweetr:l97o' and :1980 :With a . parallel growing sophistication of this 
weaponry in terms '6f · k~lling p·owe'r. 11 • It also sta tea tba t the global total spent 
annually for nuclear weapons amounts to $100 billion, or one fifth of all military 
expenditure, and further that "Around 50,000 nuclear .weapons are now ~yailable to 
destroy the world. Their ex,plosi ve power is equi v~.l~ryt. to one millfoii )liroshima 
bombs. ., -.~ ., L · ... . ·• 

' . \ ' . .. · . ' 

These figures are sufficiently eloquent in themselves; they confirm our 
anxiety and reinforce our conviction that if the process of the building up of 
nuclear arsenals is not reversed, nuclear disarmament will in a few years time 
become an increasingly idle dream. 
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Of course, nobody wishes to reach. that stage. However, the determination of 
the nucl~;!ar-wea:pon Powers to e_psll;Z'e ' 't~t: they are ahead is, to say the least, a 
source of anxiety. The frantic purstiitofsuperiority in this field serves only 
to increase the risks of the annihilation o"f man by man. The General Assembly 
itself, in the Final Document of its first special session devoted to disarmament 
highlighted this dilemma when it sa~d: ''We must halt the arms race and proceed 
to disarmament or face annihilation" • 

• j . ~ ? ... ~ . 

It seems to my delegation that the time has come to react and to take the 
necessary measures to r~ve the threats of extermination with which our planet 
is faced. 

We believe that the ce~eation of the nuclear arms race, followed by general 
and complete nuclear disarmament under international control, is the only way in 
which the world can avert a nuclear war. To attain this goal, however, i+. is 
imperative that our Committee should go beyond the stage of debates and 
discussions of a general :character and initiate without delay negotiations on 
substantive matters, especially with regard to halting the manufacture of nuclear 
weapons .and requc:i,.pg ~tockpiles until they are totally destroyed. 

A. request for con~rete negotiations on this fundamental issue has been 
repeated at every session of our Committee, especially by the Group of 21. Appeals 
have COD$tantly .been madE! for such negotiations to be started ·so that the 
provisions of paragraph 50 of the Final Document can be translated into practical 
terms. 

The neutral and non-aligned countries, supported on this point by many other 
delegations, have repeatedly stressed the usefulness and desirability of 
establishing an ad hoc working group to conduct negotiations to"Yiards that end. 
Unfortunately, owing to the absence of a consensus, it has not as yet been possible 
to adopt the proposal of the Group of 21 contained in document an/180. The 
Moroccan delegation supports this proposal and considers it to be still valid and 
topical, · · 

· · Similarly, the numerous .resolutie>ns of the United Nations, urging us to 
initiate negotiations on the cessationofthe nuclear arms race and nuclear 
disarmament and to establish . a :: wor.~ gr()UP ~or that purpose, have not so far 
received any favourable response. 

Quite clearly, here too, we fi~ o~selves in a situation of deadlock 
resulting from a complete lack of political will. 

We ought to realize that the impasse the Committee has reached as regards 
a number of important items on. its agenda must necessarily impair its efficiency 
and;"by way consequence, harm the J.mage of our Committee-, the only multilateral 
negotiating organ \vi th regard to disa~ment. '· 

The Moroccan delegation woul'd. like .:the ·working group on the improvement of 
the functioning of the Conmd ttee ·.on Dis~mept to undertake a close study of the 
q'ti'estion of the establislunent of' a9 hO-c" worki~)r.roups arid the determination of 
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their mandates as well as of the for:ulllatioi{ ,o£: ' a ra'-t'io~l a~d' practical;<ja~ach 
·which would in the future spare the Comm:i. tte~ on Disarmament sterile discussions 
and a loss of time which has effect! vely prevented it from performing its . task in 
optimUm conditions. 
L I , ~:, _': .::-:C . 

I would now like to deal with item 6 of oq.r agenda conce~ the 
comprehensive programme of disarmainerit.· 

As you know, the General Assembly, at its second special session devoted 
to clis~ent, was unable to adopt the· draft'.programme . which the CoJIIDi ~te'· bad 
submitted to it. 

,'llle. text of this draft was referred back to •.the Committee for reconsideration. 

The Working Group dealing with this item resumed its work during the spring 
part of our 1session .without, however, ,:achieving any results which IIU!ght<':irtspire 
or ju8tif;y: pptimism on our part, It is true that i.t lacked time, but a first 
reading of the paragraphs or sentences still in brackets does not suggest that 
there has been any positive developme.~t. 

And yet this programme was .. the f~i t :qf several years i sustain~d ;.~nd 
Jiieticulot1·a: ~tfort within the Ad Hoc Working Group . arid 13 years of neaotiatione 
starting i'.rbm· the adoption by the United .Nations d.eneral Assembly of 
resolution 2602 E in 1969. · .: · 

.. . '. . ·.•; ... · .. . . 

The programme seemed sufficiently well-structured .. and well-balanced' .f.O meet 
the hopes ·and aspirationS of everyone. It was, however, : referred ~pk ,to. our 
Committee by the General Assembly at its second special 'session on 'disarmament 
owing, once again~ to the lack of political will, which hB.d prevented its 
adoption. 

Of course, we should not overlook the fa?t that there ar~ :41 the ~rld . 
different concepts based on differences between poli tical.an(i : 89p;f;tl. sys:teme, ·but 
we sbOttld recognize that these systems now f:or.n part of oUr daiiy Emvll,'onment .• 
They ca~t and should not · be a stumbling block on the r6aa· to a~ , aQ.e~ent. on 
a comprehensive programme of disarmament, which is in everybody1 s in.'t~~este, 
It would be regrettable if these differences were to coiiip;romise the important 
work accofllplished so far 'in this field or were tO be u$~d· . as an excuse . for . an . 
implicit repudiation· b£' 6oimni. tments undertakert 'wh.en the Final Document · of the · 
first 8pecial session on disarmament was adopted. 

· ... : ··.•· 
We hop.~ - , that ta.ll obstacles of every kind will be.,rem:>ved so that this · 

COJil]?rell.e~~ve progr~e of disa,rmament can be adopted, ., for :we. are convinced · 
that its adoption would provide an impetus to other aspects of our negotiations 
and would · hav~ a beneficial effect on matters still outstanding. 
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Ambassador Garc!a Robles,-. Chairman of . the Ad Hoc Working Group on a 
Comprehensive Programme of Disarmament, to :whom we should like to pay tribute :for 
the outstanding wark done under his . guidance, spoke in his statement on 
1 February 198 3 of his optimism regarding the adoption of the progra1lDile this 
year. We should like to say that we share his optimism and that we hope that all 
persons of goodwill ·will unite . their efforts to secur~ the adoption of the 
programme, which will be a landmark iii the history of our Committeeis workand ~ 
considerable step :forward on the road to general and complete disarmament. 

The CHAIBMAN: ! thank the· representative of Morocco :for his s'tatement and 
for the kirtd words he addressed to the Chair. 

That concludes my list of speakers for today. Does any other delega-tion wish 
to take the :floor? 

t: \rli.sh now ,to g;t~e thefloor to .the Personal Representative of the 
Secretary-General and ·secretary of the Committee, Ambas1:3ador Rikhi ~a~pal, who 
would like to make a · brie.f statement. · 

Mr. JAIPAL : (s~cretary of the Commi. ttee . on Disarmament and Personal · 
Representative of the · Secretary-General): < I shoul;d .::J..:ike ,to inform the :members of 
the Committee that the Government of Norway has kiiidly .donated '$ 5,000 as a 
grant to be used for supplementing the library of the Committee on Disarmament. 
This library is located on the sixth floor and is known by the modest name of 
Research and Reference Collection. The Norwegian grant of $5,00.0 to the 
Committee's library · ' is - ~ part of ·Norway's over-all contribution to the World 
Disarmament Campaign~ Members 'may not be aware that the library of the Committee 
is financed at present entirely by donations., which are placed in a Tl.!us:t Fund. 
The cheque sent to me by the Government of Norway will also be credited to .. the , 
Research and Reference Collection Trust Fund. I am sure that this generous gesture 
of the Government of Norway is much appreciated by the members of the Committee. 
I should like to ·express the hope that others, too; will :find it possible to 
emulate the example of the Government of Norway, S]ld I may add that the donation, 
if not iii cash, could also be in the form o.r : books, periodicals and other 
published material. . . , ,~. > : 

· ... i : ·. .:t' 

The Uili. ted · Nations -DiS·a':t'Inament: FeB.owships Programme upder the guid8)lce 
of Mr. Ogunbanwd 1 has been· transferred froin New York to Geneva. ,, _,, , ,, __ ., ... 

·· i ·.' . 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank,. :the,. Personal Representative of the Secret13-ry-Gen~~al 
and Secretaryo,f the CqlJIUlittee f9r his sta~ement. I am sure that members- have 
taken note• o£ the hid~en appeal iii his statement for assistance to 6ur ·library. 

Memb~rs . w~ll .. re~~ti . that -· consirl tatio~~-- have , be~~--~i~b·~ · · J.n connection with ··· 
the draft programme of work circulated by the secretariat for the second part 
of the Committee's session. It seems to me that it will be advisable to suspend 
the plenary meeting now and convene an informal meeting, as in the past, to 
consider our programme. If there is no objection, I will take it that the 
Committee agrees to hold an informal meeting now. It is so decided. The 
plenary meeting is suspended. 

The meeting was suspended at 12.45 p.m. and resumed at 1 p.m. 
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The CHAIRMAN: The 217th plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament is 
resumed, 

The Committee has before it Working Paper No. 98 of 14 June 1983, containing 
the draft programme of work for the second part of the 1983 session. 

If there is no objection, I will take it that the Committee adopts its 
programme of work with the minor alteration to be effected by the secretariat. 

It was so decided. 

The CHAIRMAN: Members will recall that on 28 April the CoJIIJli. ttee adopted 
its time-table for meetings to be held during this week. The Chairman indicated 
that this time-table was merely indicative and subject to change if necessary. 
I have requested the secretariat to circulate a slightly revised time-table, 
which takes into account a readjustment in the meetings to be held today in the 
afternoon and on Thursday afternoon. The Ad Hoc Working Group on a Comprehensive 
Programme of Disarmament will meet today at 3 p.m. instead of Thursday at 3 p.m., 
while the meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group on Security Assurances will be 
JOOved to Thursday afternoon. This change has been agreed upon by the chairmen 
of the two working groups, and I trust that the Committee has no objection. 

It was so decided. 

The CHAIBMAN: The next plenary meeting of the Committee on Disarmament 
will be held on Thursday, 16 June 1983, at 10.30 a.m. 

The l:Deeting s ta~ds ad :journed. 

The meeting rose at 1,05 p.m. 



26 August 1983 

ERRATUM TO CD/PV.218-CD/PV.231 

en page 3 of each of the above-mentioned documents amend "Iran 11 to 

read "Islamic Republic of Iran". 
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